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Introduction

Subscriptions were an integral part of modern consumerism even before
Covid-19 turned the world upside down and cranked up the dial on
worldwide digital media consumption. On average, today’s individual
consumer uses at least 2 subscription services.
The rise of the subscription economy isn’t just a fleeting fad, either. The
market for digital subscriptions alone is currently valued at $650 billion.
It’s expected to reach $1.5 trillion by 2025, which is more than double its
size today.
For publishers looking to grow revenue, subscriptions present an
attractive opportunity to complement advertising dollars. However,
not all subscription offerings are created equally. As available options
continue to increase, so does demand for flexibility. The media companies
that understand their audiences’ needs and craft highly personalized
packages will come out ahead of those that take a one-size-fits-all
approach to their subscription strategy.
Technology will also continue to play a vital role in publishers’
subscription success in the coming months. The right systems give media
organizations the ability to gather and leverage data to match every
subscriber’s unique content preference at exactly the right time. However,
to truly lead the pack, publishers must also gain insight into key trends
shaping the subscription business.
In this white paper, we’ll explore 7 subscription trends to watch in the
near future so you can stay top of mind with your audience and ahead of
your competitors.
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1. Post-pandemic,
subscriptions will have
staying power

Prior to Covid-19, there was talk of subscription fatigue within the media industry. In the pre-paywall digital
era, the cost involved in maintaining print readership was becoming increasingly prohibitive. The same audience
was being contacted over and over again, and conversion rates were in seemingly permanent decline. However,
the pandemic has disrupted the market and subscription offerings have come back into the spotlight as revenue
generators.
In print media specifically, a marked shift from newsstand sales to mailbox-delivered subscriptions occurred
during the public health crisis. The resulting stay-at-home orders became a galvanizer for myriad types of
subscriptions, especially magazines.
We are all hopeful that life will return to normal, and once that day arrives, subscriptions’ popularity may decline
slightly due to a dip in disposable income. However, even if subscriptions drop off slightly, they’re a part of our
culture that’s here to stay.
Numerous media companies around the globe exemplify the staying power of subscriptions. Here are just a few
of those success stories.
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1.
SUBSCRIPTION SUCCESS STORIES

This Spanish newspaper has amassed
more than double the average number of
subscribers for a European title by reaching
182,000 digital and print subscribers in its
first two years of digital publication.
“Our subscription management model,
together with high-quality content, is
allowing us to accelerate the acquisition
and retention of subscribers, beating all
existing records in other titles in less than
two years since the launch of the paywall,”
Carlos Núñez, executive president of PRISA
Media, told What’s New In Publishing.

America’s largest
newspaper chain
reported a 46% yearover-year (YOY)
increase in digital
subscriptions in
November 2021. This
brings the publisher’s
total digital subscriber
base to 1.5 million across
its 250 daily papers and
national title USA Today.

This media company owns newspaper titles The Houston Chronicle
and The San Francisco Chronicle, among others. “These businesses
have gone through challenges,” Jeffrey M. Johnson, president of
Hearst’s newspaper unit, told The New York Times, “but the strength
of the consumer subscription business is reshaping the future.”
Hearst had a successful year in 2021, growing digital subscriptions by
50% and nearly doubling its revenue from this line of business.
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2. Subscriptions will
continue to grow
beyond the media model

In 2022, reading the newspaper with a morning coffee isn’t the only kind of subscription experience consumers
are seeking. Subscriptions are also booming in industries far removed from media, such as fashion, hospitality,
travel, and more. Considering that businesses with subscription models grow at 5 times the rate of those
without, it’s easy to see why subscriptions are skyrocketing in popularity.

Last year,
subscription
commerce sales
climbed 41%, and
experts estimate
their value at $28
billion

Even fast-food brands like Taco Bell have
jumped on the subscription train. “The
Taco Lover’s Pass allows subscribers to
redeem one taco a day for 30 consecutive
days,” according to this article by
Subscribed. Taco-bout a great deal!
Taco Bell’s subscription program is a
response to the chain’s lagging breakfast
and late-night sales during Covid-19.
The company’s intention is to increase
visits from loyal customers, while crossselling other items on the menu to diners
redeeming subscription tacos—and the
fast-food brand isn’t the only one playing
this game.

“At least one subscription service is now used by 205 million Americans, up 13% from 182 million in the first
quarter of 2020,” according to Subscribed. “Last year, subscription commerce sales climbed 41%, and experts
estimate their value at $28 billion.”
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2.
Now that consumers can subscribe to nearly any service or product—everything from food and alcohol delivery
to clothing, pet products, and more—it begs the question, how can your media organization keep up with the
evolving market?

To stay relevant among new and different
subscriptions, publishers must take a “subscription
and…” approach to their offerings. This means
considering what you can provide your audience, above
and beyond the traditional media options. We predict
that publishers will be taking this step in 2022, and
that customers will be demanding it. Technology will
play a central role in this evolution of the subscription
economy, so make sure your team has the systems
they need to trial new offerings and packages.

For example, in February 2022 The New York Times announced its acquisition of the popular online puzzle
game Wordle. It’s likely that the media giant will eventually include Wordle in a subscription package and other
publishers will create similar offerings.
“This is extremely positive news for NYT, which has achieved its subscription ambitions a staggering three
years ahead of schedule,” reports FIPP. “The publication’s subscription revenues for the fourth quarter of
2021 increased 11.2% to $351.2 million.”
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3. Content creators
will drive subscription
offerings

Media companies are working more closely than ever before
with content creators to encourage subscription growth across
platforms with huge market share like Instagram, TikTok, YouTube,
and other streaming services.
In January 2022, TikTok announced it was gauging its audience’s
appetite for paid subscriptions. The goal? To enable content
creators on the social media platform to monetize their videos. This
move follows on the heels of TikTok’s “Creator Next” feature rollout, which offers monetization tools to users, as well as the tipping
feature launched in December 2021. However, it remains unclear
how successful the platform’s subscription strategy will be.
“The app’s major advantage over competitors is its uncanny
algorithm that surfaces content to users’ For You pages. It’s a way
for creators to reach viewers and ideally turn them into subscribers.
However, if creators are holding their best content for subscribers,
that content is probably not available to fuel the algorithm, which in
turn could reduce engagement,” suggests this article by The Verge.
In addition to TikTok, other social media heavy hitters are also
testing the subscription waters. Instagram launched a new
feature called Instagram Subscriptions in January 2022, which was released to a small test group in America.
The feature enables creators to give their followers paid access to exclusive content like Instagram Stories and
Instagram Live videos. Price points for Instagram Subscriptions range from $0.99 per month to $99.99 per
month, and creators can choose their own price points within that range.
YouTube, which has long been known for its creator monetization capabilities, has also recently launched a new
method for creators to sell their video content.
“[This includes] allowing creators to sell content as non-fungible tokens (NFTs) so fans can ‘own’ videos. The
expanded tools will give a ‘verifiable way’ for fans to ‘own unique videos, photos, art and even experiences’ from
their favorite creators,” according to NBC News.
What does this evolving trend mean for publishers? You’re likely to see increased competition in the
subscription space, reinforcing the need for high quality content.
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4. Subscriber
commitment issues will
persist

If you’ve been in the publishing business for a while, you’ve experienced customers signing up for a free trial of a
subscription package for a month or two, then canceling before they receive their first bill. Nowadays, you might
be finding this is happening more frequently. This spike in subscriber commitment issues could be attributed to
“offer fatigue”, which occurs when customers are overloaded by too many similar options.

Customer churn
in some industries
has reached 30%

Considering the oversaturated state of the
subscription market, it’s no surprise that
customer churn in some industries has
reached 30%. And if that seems concerning,
unfortunately the news gets worse.
“Data shows that roughly half of U.S. viewers
who joined Disney+, HBO Max, and other
streamers right after ‘Hamilton’ and ‘Wonder
Woman 1984’ were gone in six months,”
reports The Wall Street Journal.

The key to overcoming subscriber commitment issues lies in media companies’ ability to tailor their offerings
to each individual customer, and to ensure their packages resonate with subscribers’ specific—and varied—
interests to mitigate churn. Taking a one-size-fits-all approach to your subscription model is a losing game.
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4.
Focusing too heavily on subscriber acquisition can also be dangerous. While this is important, it’s also critical to
understand your company’s customer lifetime value and to proactively mitigate churn by creating high quality
content and flexible subscription offerings—the pillars of an excellent customer experience. Publishers can
no longer afford to focus on only one part of the journey from initial engagement via registration to revenue
realization.
The new reality of the subscription landscape is exacerbated by the fact that consumers have more choice than
ever before, so they’re less loyal to brands today than they were in the past. This means you need to invest in
nurturing your subscribers regularly to reinforce the value of the choice they’re making to do business with you.
If they eventually decide to end their subscription anyway, don’t make them jump through hoops to cancel it. Your
efforts are better spent on the customers who do see value in your offerings.

With a modern technology solution like Lineup
Systems’ Amplio subscription management
platform, you can minimize subscriber
commitment issues and maximize recurring
revenue. The software enables you to create
and test subscription packages with ease and
speed, and gain visibility into what resonates
with customers. It also allows you to analyze
subscriber data so you can build targeted
audience segments and fine-tuned nurture
workflows.
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5. Substack growth will
challenge publishers

The rise of individual journalists is another trend shaping the media industry in 2022. Today, we’re seeing
increasing numbers of reporters and columnists sharing content directly with readers instead of requiring
readers to access that content through a subscription. This signals that the intermediary of the media company
isn’t as necessary anymore as it once was since journalists can now reach the home with or without subscriptions.

The rise of
individual
journalists is
another trend
shaping the media
industry in 2022

This trend has emphasized the value of the
individual columnist’s brand, and publishers
must keep their eye on this and decide how
they’re going to address it.
Take the platform Substack, for example.
Created in 2017, Substack enables
individual writers to send e-newsletters
directly to readers so they can monetize
their work. The platform amassed over 250
million paid subscribers by 2021, and its
top 10 writers now bring in a total of $7
million in annual revenue—and this isn’t
the only good news story for individual
journalists.

“The analyst Benedict Evans sends a weekly newsletter covering mobile, media, and tech issues to 160,000
subscribers. Ben Thompson, the author of Stratechery, offers something similar. [His] expert take on the strategy
and business side of technology and media, and the impact of technology on society, is available via a free Weekly
Article, while subscribers get three Daily Updates a week,” explains What’s New In Publishing.
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5.
So, how should publishers respond to the changing relationship between reporters and readers? They would be
wise to find ways to partner with these “influencer” journalists and leverage the trust they’ve built with their
audiences. This can help media companies strengthen their own subscription business models by adding
value for consumers.
“[Micro-influencers] tend to have tighter circles of individuals who deeply value their opinions; thus, they
may have smaller groups of followers, but those followers are often more likely to be influenced by their
recommendations,” according to influencer marketing expert and entrepreneur Adam Viener. “As such, they’re
probably also more likely to generate sales (as opposed to awareness) for the brands they work with.”

As publishers navigate the media landscape of 2022,
they should consider not only delivering value to
audiences through high-quality content, but also
delivering value to content creators. Ask yourself
how your media organization can build mutually
beneficial relationships with journalists to give both
your subscriptions and revenue a boost. This way, you’ll
be ready for the anticipated rise in journalist-specific
metered paywalls at the end of this year and beginning
of 2023.
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6. Personalization will
remain paramount

Consumers expect personalization in both subscriptions and advertising. They want to be able to sign up for only
the content they’re interested in reading (and expect that this is the only content that will be shown to them), and
they want to pay for that content in a way that works for them. Thus, providing customer autonomy and choice in
your subscription model is paramount.

Providing customer
autonomy and choice
in your subscription
model is paramount

Streaming giants like Netflix,
Amazon Prime, and Apple give
the broader media industry
excellent examples to learn from
when it comes to personalization.
Netflix further enhanced its
personalization strategy last
year, and Amazon Prime and
Apple are without a doubt
tweaking theirs as well.

How can smaller media companies harness the power of personalization in their businesses? First, you must
establish a robust (and clean) set of first-party consumer data. Second, you need to invest in technology that
allows you to use that data to create hyper-personalized editorial content and subscription offerings.
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6.
Canada’s Globe and Mail newspaper has a solid success story when it comes to personalization. In 2021, the
publisher presented its AI-driven paywall, called Sophi, at the Online News Association Annual Conference.
“Sophi uses deep-learning techniques to automate and optimize a wide range of publishing decisions,” explains
FIPP. “It curates home pages, decides which content to promote on social media, and can calculate a user’s
potential value from both an advertising and subscription perspective.”
Even more impressive than Sophi’s capabilities are the results it has driven for The Globe. Since its launch, the
paywall has enabled the newspaper to double its digital subscriber base to 170,000 and boost conversion
rates by 50%. This has led eleven other media companies to adopt the technology for use across 50 media
outlets.

As you develop your own
personalization strategy for your
subscription packages, consider
which pricing options are the best fit
for your audience.

“For daily visitors, a metered paywall (a method of segmentation based on page views), will make the most sense
for very high output operations with unquestioned brand quality,” suggests What’s New In Publishing. “Or, if you
find a segment of readers visiting your website solely for local sports reporting, offering a separate subscription
product for only your sports section could be a smart way to increase revenue from this group.”
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7. Green consumerism
will drive the death of
low value print

While print subscriptions increased in 2020 and 2021, this was only true for magazines, not newspapers. For
example, “Major UK publisher Dennis Publishing reported that subscription rates across all its titles grew by 9%
in 2020. Similarly, Condé Nast has seen new subscribers in the US double, and subscription orders for UK titles
are up 420% compared with the same period in 2019,” according to What’s New In Publishing.

Sustainability
is important
to 80% of
consumers

Two main factors are driving the shift toward high
quality print. First, print subscriptions are only
valuable if the content readers are getting is worth it
to them to receive in its physical form (for example, a
niche magazine). Second, “green consumerism” plays a
role. This means people are less likely to sign up for a
low value print subscription due to the impact on the
environment.
Savvy publishers understand that consumers are
looking to support businesses whose values align with
theirs. Considering that sustainability is important to
80% of consumers (with 70% among that group willing
to pay a premium to do business sustainably), this is a
trend worth following.

As you look to make your media company’s operations more sustainable, you must commit to producing high
quality print content that readers will deem worthy of the environmental footprint it carries. In addition, the
experience of reading your print content needs to differ from the experience of reading it online. This is where
magazines really shine.
The design and value of a magazine feels like a personal treat. During the peak of the Covid-19 pandemic, it
also represented an element of the outside world when so many of us were confined to our homes. In
contrast, the experience of reading a newspaper in print and online is fairly similar, hence why print
magazine subscriptions increased but newspaper subscriptions decreased during the pandemic.
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7.
However, it’s important to note that digital media still has a carbon footprint. That’s where a collaboration
between University of Bristol researchers and nine major media companies, such BBC and ITV, comes into the
picture. The 12-month project is intended to help publishers understand and manage the environmental impacts
of digital content production.
“[Scientists will work] with sustainability and technology teams across the industry to map their carbon hot spots.
The aim is to create an online carbon calculator, which will be available to any company offering digital products
and services, democratizing the ability for media owners to bake sustainability into their products,” reports The
Drum.

What does this significant trend mean for publishers? It’s about understanding the issues that matter to your
audience and taking concrete action to help address them. It also means that as demand for low value print
dwindles, media companies need to be even more creative with their digital content to remain competitive.
Finally, investing in technology that can help you streamline and optimize both your digital and print
subscriptions is key to weathering this transition.
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Key Actions

Today’s consumers expect to be understood. They want their online journeys to
be intuitive and to include personalized subscription options at the right time.
By staying on top of subscription trends, you can ensure you deliver on these
expectations and optimize your subscription ecosystem to achieve your goals. Here
are 4 key actions you can take today to support the future of your subscription
business:
1. Champion a culture of innovation when it comes to your subscription offerings.
Encourage your product team to look for inspiration outside of the media industry,
and to stay connected to the needs and preferences of your audience. (Tip: robust
tech and data can help with this!)
2. Seek out supportive partnerships. Consider how non-traditional content
creators in the realm of social media, or industry influencers like individual
journalists, can play a role in increasing brand loyalty and driving your subscription
model forward.
3. Commit to fine tuning the personalization of your subscription offerings.
This will ensure you’re providing the greatest value and flexibility possible to your
customers, and will help you mitigate subscriber commitment issues as the world
begins to emerge from Covid-19.
4. Revisit your print strategy as needed to prioritize quality over quantity. Show
your audience that you share their values and that you’re dedicated to creating
sustainable products. Look for other magazine success stories to help guide the way.
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About
Lineup Systems is a leading global provider of media sales
technology. Its cloud-based system, Adpoint, is a true endto-end omnichannel sales and advertising solution for media
companies who are keen to streamline their operations,
make better use of their data, and boost their sales revenues
for faster growth. In 2021, Lineup Systems launched Amplio,
a ground-breaking subscription revenue management
and monetization system that’s ushering in a new era for
subscription acquisition and management.
For more information or get in touch, visit lineup.com.
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